Abstract This paper aims to describe the restricted Kac modules of restricted Hamiltonian Lie superalgebras of odd type over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 3. In particular, a sufficient and necessary condition for the restricted Kac modules to be irreducible is given in terms of typical weights.
Introduction
Over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, the finite-dimensional or infinite-dimensional irreducible modules were studied for the finite-dimensional simple Cartan Lie superalgebras W (n), S(n) and H(n) (cf. [6] and references therein). Over a field of characteristic p > 0, the analogs of these simple Cartan Lie superalgebras of characteristic zero are simple restricted Lie supealgebras with respect to the usual p-mapping (p-th associative power). Actually, in the characteristic p > 0 case, there are more finite-dimensional simple restricted Lie superalgebras, which are analogous to the finite-dimensional simple modular Lie algebras of Cartan type or infinite-dimensional simple Lie superalgebras of vector fields over C. Among them are the first four series of finite-dimensional simple graded restricted Lie superalgebras of Cartan type W, S, H or K (cf. [14] ), which are analogous to the finite-dimensional simple restricted Lie algebras of the Cartan type W, S, H or K (cf. [10] ), respectively. Representations of these four series of restricted Lie superalgebras were studied by Shu, Zhang and Yao (cf. [8, 9, [11] [12] [13] ). Additionally, there are four series of finite-dimensional graded simple restricted Lie superalgebras of type HO, KO, SHO or SKO (cf. [1] ), which are analogous to the infinite-dimensional simple Lie superalgebras of vector fields over C (cf. [2] ).
As far as we know, irreducible modules of the last four series of modular simple Lie superalgebras have not been studied yet. The aim of this paper is to make an attempt to describe the restricted simple modules for the so-called Hamiltonian Lie superalgebras of odd type over a field of prime characteristic.
Preliminaries
The ground field F is assumed to be algebraically closed of characteristic p > 3. Write Z 2 = {0,1} for the additive group of two elements, Z and N the sets of integers and nonnegative integers, respectively. For a vector superspace V = V0 ⊕ V1, we write |x| = θ for the parity of a Z 2 -homogeneous element x ∈ V θ , θ ∈ Z 2 . The notation |x| appearing in the text implies that x is a Z 2 -homogeneous element.
1.1. Divided power superalgebras. Fix a pair of positive integers m, n and write r = (r 1 , . . . , r m | r m+1 , . . . , r m+n ) for a (m+n)-tuple of non-negative integers. For an m-tuple N = (N 1 , . . . , N m ), following [3, 4] , we write O(m, N | n) for the divided power superalgebra, which is a supercommutative associative superalgebra having a (homogeneous) basis:
Ni for i ≤ m and r i = 0 or 1 for i > m} with parities |x (r) | = i>m r i 1 and multiplication relations:
Σ m<i,j≤m+n rj si r + s r x (r+s) .
As superalgebras, O(m, N | n) is isomorphic to the tensor product superalgebra of the divided power algebra O(m, N ) with the trivial Z 2 -grading and the exterior (super)algebra Λ(n) with the usual Z 2 -grading:
1.2. General vectorial Lie superalgebras. Let ǫ i be the (m + n)-tuple with 1 at the i-th slot and 0 elsewhere. For simplicity we write x i for x (ǫi) . Define the distinguished partial derivatives ∂ i with parity |∂ i | = |x i | by letting
The Lie superalgebra of O(m, N | n) of all superderivations contains an important subalgebra, called the general vectorial Lie superalgebra of distinguished superderivations (a.k.a. the Lie superlagebra of Witt type), denoted by vect(m, N | n) (a.k.a. W (m, N | n)), having an F-basis (see [3, 4] for more details)
Generally speaking, vect(m, N | n) contains various finite-dimensional simple Lie superalgebras, which are analogous to finite-dimensional simple modular Lie algebras or infinite-dimensional simple Lie superalgebras of vector fields over C, as mentioned in the introduction.
1.3. Hamiltonian superalgebras of odd type. From now on, suppose m = n. As in [3, 4] , write
Note that
where {·, ·} B is the Buttion bracket given by
is a finite-dimensional simple Lie superalgebra. We call it the Hamiltonian superalgebra of odd type. This Lie superalgebra is called the odd Hamiltonian superalgebra and denoted by HO(n, n; N ) in [5] , which is analogous to the infinitedimensional Lie superalgebra HO(n, n) of vector fields over C in [2] . In the present paper, we adopt the notation in [3, 4] .
1.4.
Restricted Lie superalgebras and restricted modules. Recall that a Lie superalgebra g = g0 ⊕ g1 is restricted if g0 as Lie algebra is restricted and g1 as g0-module is restricted. For a restricted Lie superalgebra g, the p-mapping of g0 is also called the p-mapping of the Lie superalgebra g. Let (g, [p]) be a restricted Lie superalgebra. A g-module M is called restricted if
By definition, the restricted enveloping algebra of g is u(g) = U(g)/I, where I is the Z 2 -graded two-sided ideal of enveloping algebra U(g) generated by elements
Note that u(g) has a natural structure of a Z-graded superalgebra. Suppose (e 1 , . . . , e m | f 1 , . . . , f n ) is a Z 2 -homogeneous basis of g. Then u(g) has the following F-basis:
Note that the u(g)-modules are precisely the restricted g-modules.
A standard fact is that le(n, N | n) is a restricted Lie superalgebra if and only if
Note that the unique p-mapping of le(n, 1 | n) is the usual (associative) p-power. This paper aims to study the finite-dimensional irreducible restricted modules of le(n, 1 | n). From now on we abbreviate O(n, 1 | n) to O(n), and le(n, 1 | n) to le(n).
Kac modules and root reflections
For a Z-graded vector space V = ⊕ i∈Z V [i] , we write degv = i for the Z-degree of a
By letting degx i = 1 = −deg∂ i , le(n) and le(n) become Z-graded superalgebras.
Triangular decompositions. Leth
Thenh is a Cartan subalgebra of le(n) [0] and
We denote the basis ofh * ,
We still write ε i for ε i | h , if no confusion occurs. Clearly,
Note that le(n) [0] has a standard triangular decomposition
Then le(n) has a standard triangular decomposition
where
2.2. Root reflections. We now define a sequence of root reflections in the order: γ −ε1−δ , . . . , γ −εn−δ , γ εn−δ , . . . , γ ε1−δ . Firstly we define
to be obtained by removing the subspace
FDe xi .
Then le(n) = n
is a new triangular decomposition. Suppose we have defined n 
to be obtained by removing root the space W n+1 spanned by
is a new triangular decomposition. Suppose we have defined n
to be obtained by removing the space W n+k+1 spanned by all De x (r+ǫ n+i +ǫ n+j ) and De x (r+ǫ i +ǫ n+j ) with
is a new triangular decomposition. Note that
2.3. Restricted Vermas module and Kac modules. Write g for le(n) or le(n). Suppose g (resp. g [0] ) has a triangular decomposition
Then v λ is called a highest weight vector of V with respect to B = H g ⊕ N + (resp.
Conversely, for any given λ ∈ Λ g , there is a one-dimensional restricted B-module (resp.
) with respect to B (resp. B [0] ). Recall that, for λ ∈ Λ g ,
is called a restricted Kac module of g. We know that I g (λ) has a unique irreducible
consists of all the irreducible restricted g-modules. For λ ∈ Λ le(n) , it is easily seen that I le(n) (λ) is irreducible as le(n)-module if and only if I le(n) (λ) is irreducible as le(n)-module. In the below, we shall study the irreducibility of I le(n) (λ), where λ ∈ Λ le(n) .
Irreducible quotients of restricted Verma modules. For i ≤ n, put
By the definition of h i , one can easily get
For 0 ≤ i ≤ 2n, put b i = n + i ⊕h. Then we have the following proposition. Proposition 2.1. Let i ≤ n, and λ ∈ Λ le(n) .
(
Proof. (λ) with respect to b n+i−1 . We claim that De p−1 
we get De (p−2)
we get De (p−1) 
We claim De
(p−1)
(λ) with respect to b n+i .
Irreducibility of restricted Kac modules
Recall the symplectic supergroup
The conformal symplectic supergroup CSP(n, F) is a direct product of the symplectic group SP(n, F) with the one dimensional multiplicative supergroup F * . Each φ ∈ GL(O(n, 1) [1] , F)×GL(Λ(n) [1] , F) can be extended to a Z-homogeneous element of Aut(O(n)), which is still denoted by φ. Now we define
(See I in Appendix).
(u(le(n)), T)-module. Let T be the canonical maximal torus of the CSP(n, F).
and the Lie algebra of T coincides withh. Let X(T) be the character group of T. Then
where, for t, t i ∈ F * ,
By definition, a rational T-module V means that V = ⊕ λ∈X(T) V λ , where
Then we have a Z-graded decomposition for a rational T-module V = ⊕ s∈Z V s with
We define the action of T on le(n) by t(a) = f t (a) for t ∈ T, a ∈ le(n).
U (le(n)) and its canonical subalgebras become rational T-modules with the action given by
where a i ∈ le(n) and t ∈ T. Since
u(le(n)) is also a rational T-module. A finite dimensional superspace V = V0 ⊕ V1 is called a (u(le(n)), T)-module if V is a u le(n) -module and each Vī (i = 0, 1) is a T-module and satisfies:
(1) the actions of h coming from le(n) and from T coincide,
Example 3.1. I le(n) (λ) and L bi le(n) (λ) (0 ≤ i ≤ 2n) are u(le(n)), T -modules, where λ ∈ Λ le(n) (See I in Appendix).
Main results.
For any u(le(n)), T -module V, we define the length of V as the number |W J (V )| minus 1, denoted by l(V ). Write g for le(n) or le(n). Put
A weight λ ∈ Λ g is said to be atypical if λ ∈ Ω g ; Otherwise, λ is said to be typical.
For λ ∈ Λ le(n) and i (1 ≤ i ≤ 2n), there is uniquely a weight in Λ le(n) , which is
Theorem 1. For λ ∈ Λ le(n) , the restricted Kac module I le(n) (λ) is irreducible if and only if λ is typical.
Proof. Let υ 0 and υ 2n be the highest weight vectors of L b0 le(n) (λ) with respect to b 0 and b 2n , respectively (see Subsection 2.3), and suppose
We have l L b0 le(n) 
(c) For k > n, λ k (h 2n−k ) = 0 if and only if
By the facts (a)-(e) and Proposition 2.1, we have
That is, l L b0 le(n) (λ) = pn if and only if λ is typical. The proof is complete.
As a corollary of Theorem 1, we have Theorem 2. For λ ∈ Λ le(n) , I le(n) (λ) is irreducible if and only if λ is typical.
δ jk x j ∂ k = Using Eqs. (A.1-A.4) and the fact that φ is a Z-homogeneous automorphism of O(n), we have
Therefore, f φ ∈ Aut le(n) .
II. As in [7] , we have X(T)/pX(T) ∼ = Λ le(n) .
Then for a ∈ u(le(n)) and a highest weight vector υ λ of L b0 le(n) (λ) with respect to b 0 , we can define t(a ⊗ v λ ) = Ad(t)(a) ⊗ λ(t)(v λ ).
Clearly, I le(n) (λ)ī, i = 0, 1, is a T-module and t(a · v) = Ad(t)(a)t(v) for t ∈ T, a ∈ u(le(n)), v ∈ I le(n) (λ).
We claim the action of T on le(n) coincides with that ofh. For t = diag(tt 1 , . . . , tt n , tt 
Summarizing, the action of T on le(n) coincides with that onh. Then I le(n) (λ) is a u(le(n)), T -module. Similarly, L bi le(n) (λ) is also u(le(n)), T -module, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2n.
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